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Abstract: In this article, we introduce an AI-enhanced study planning solution named Careerbot, which is a service designed to help students with their “forecasted self”. We define a new term “forecasted self” to mean a future-oriented digital twin, where a student can explore several future selves equipped with new, acquired skills for projected future jobs. The future jobs domain here includes knowledge-work related jobs related to digitalization, emerging technologies, and Industry 4.0/Society 5.0.
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1. Introduction

In this article, we introduce an AI-enhanced study planning solution named Careerbot, which is a service designed to help students with their “forecasted self”. We define a new term “forecasted self” to mean a future-oriented digital twin, where a student can explore several future selves equipped with new, acquired skills for projected future jobs. We believe the use of this new term and approach will provide the benefits of understanding the following: (1) the essence of future orientation; (2) a holistic approach of soft skills and hard skills that are appreciated by employers; (3) the skill gap between current skills and the direction on which to focus skill acquisition, and (4) the ability to verbalize one’s skills and competences in the concrete language used in job ads by employers (in contrast to academic jargon, for example). We also use the term skills data as the unifying factor among different actors and operations: “skills data describes people’s skills, the competence needs of organisations, and the competence offerings of educational institutions. In practice, skills data can be found, for example, on employees’ CVs, companies’ job adverts, and course guides” [1].

We examine the adoption of artificial intelligence (AI) in three applied universities (3AMK) in Finland. More specifically, we analyse and discuss experiences regarding the educational AI-solution that assists higher education students by providing course suggestions, thesis topic trends, and job market data for their career and study planning. 3AMK is a strategic alliance among the three largest universities of applied sciences in Finland: Haaga-Helia, Laurea, and Metropolia (3amk.fi). 3AMK has approximately 34,000 students, 2000 staff, and 15 campuses in Helsinki, the capital region. In this paper, we conceptualize “forecasted self” based on the analysed experiences in designing and adopting the Careerbot AI-enhanced study planning service.

The adoption of AI is rapidly growing as a means to enhance students’ personal or collaborative learning and study planning in higher education. The adoption of AI
provides new opportunities to develop study planning where AI can model and suggest competence profiles, needs, and requirements from real-time job market data. The prior literature on AI-enhanced learning and teaching shows that AI can create value for students and teachers, e.g., [2–4]. AI enables personalization, e.g., [5,6] which is an important requirement in improving and customizing learning for the special needs of each student. AI is also widely adopted for students’ performance assessment, competence profiling and assessment, finding learning gaps, and predicting students’ progress in the courses [7–9].

2. Background of Careerbot-Service of 3AMK in Finland

3AMK developed Careerbot-service to help their students to pursue their dream careers with the help of AI. The Careerbot-service can help 3AMK students to do the following:

(1) Verbalize their skills with the help of AI (skills profile; current or “forecasted self” in the future);
(2) Find jobs with their skills profiles (job market intelligence);
(3) Find courses for skill development (upskilling, re-skilling);
(4) Find theses/research topics, trends, and content (research intelligence).

Careerbot-service uses a language model based on AI, which has been trained with millions of news articles and with ESCO classification, for example. ESCO is the multilingual classification of European Skills, Competences, and Occupations. ESCO is part of the Europe 2020 strategy.

The data sources for Careerbot-service currently include the following:

(a) Job market data in Finland (Työmarkkinatori, MOL, and Duunitori/employment services) with more than 400,000 job ads on a yearly basis, since January 2018;
(b) 3AMK course data for all 15,000 courses;
(c) Theseus—A thesis database with more than 120,000 theses available from Finland, since 2010;
(d) Global article database, a directory of open access journals, DOAJ, with more than 8.6 million articles.

The language model, foresight data products (curriculum data, labor market data, investment data, and research papers), and the AI behind the service, Graphmind, are powered by the Finnish tech company HeadAI Ltd, from Pori, Finland. Graphmind is a graph machine-learning-based semantic computing framework accessible via REST-API. The usage of API allows Careerbot-service the flexibility to use any AI model to expand its functionality.

The basic operations behind the framework are the following:

(i) Building a digital twin (personal, curriculum, and scenarios);
(ii) Comparing two digital twins against each other to show similarities and gaps;
(iii) Recommending interventions from the third digital twin to bridge the gap.

In addition to the 3AMK students, the 3AMK staff have access to service. Lecturers and content creators can ensure their content is up to date. RDI staff can search for research ideas or prior research articles for supporting the new externally funded RDI projects. In addition, career coaching can use Careerbot-service in their career counseling for students, backing up visual CVs with data and vocabulary known in the work sector.

Figure 1 below demonstrates one example map, a zoomable snapshot of the most important hard and soft skills in ICT in the Helsinki region, with data from the previous cut-off date. The clusters below in the bubble chart (a) represent the same data in the top lists that are shown in (b), namely the 15 largest hits in order of relevance. There are currently 19 ready-made example maps in Finnish and English: 13 job market maps and 6 curriculum maps. The maps are updated every 1–2 months, which seems to be frequent enough to see the current changes. The same functionality can visualize the students’ skills profile data, so they can attach the image to their CVs, for example. These maps leverage the semantic language model and its graphical representation of terms. This graph
is visualized using a multi-body particle simulation model to represent the graph as a collection of 2D non-overlapping disks. The algorithm pushes the most connected terms towards the center, while the less connected terms stay near the boundary. The clustering is computed using a weighted community detection algorithm [10].

Figure 1. Cont.
Figure 1. Zoomable example map in Careerbot-service: (a) represented as clusters and (b) same data in top 15 lists, with color-coded clusters.

Figure 2a depicts trends from the global DOAJ article database (doaj.org), with the search words artificial intelligence, machine learning, and big data. The data are updated currently until December 2021, so the year 2023 is denoted as zero. From the graph, we can conclude that of the search results, “machine learning” had been trending clearly above “artificial intelligence” and “big data” in 2021. The prediction tab is used for testing; it calculates the following years based on the historical data and fits a B-spline approximation for the data [11]. Figure 2b lists the search results page below the graph (Figure 2a), where the individual papers can be opened with a mouse click.
3. Conclusions

We contribute to the discussion of AI-enhanced learning and teaching by conceptualizing “forecasted self”, a novel concept for the digital twin approach in the context of education.

“Forecasted self” is defined as a future-oriented digital twin, which allows students to explore several future selves equipped with new, acquired skills for projected future jobs of Society 5.0.

We also use the term skills data as the unifying factor among different actors and operations. The idea is to combine all the relevant distributed data sources, including internal data, mydata, and public/open data. This approach supports the EU skills data space initiative by mapping, matching, and forecasting skill-based data.

3AMK developed and adopted an AI-enhanced study planning service named Careerbot for helping higher education students with their “forecasted self”. Via API, the service can leverage any AI model running on the server or in the cloud.

The adoption of AI is rapidly growing in higher education and provides new opportunities to develop study planning, learning and teaching, including personalization and...

Figure 2. (a) Searching global DOAJ article database, with trends shown. (b) Searching global DOAJ article database, search results page. Source: Careerbot-Service.
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“Forecasted self” is defined as a future-oriented digital twin, which allows students to explore several future selves equipped with new, acquired skills for projected future jobs of Society 5.0.

We also use the term skills data as the unifying factor among different actors and operations. The idea is to combine all the relevant distributed data sources, including internal data, mydata, and public/open data. This approach supports the EU skills data space initiative by mapping, matching, and forecasting skill-based data.

3AMK developed and adopted an AI-enhanced study planning service named Careerbot for helping higher education students with their “forecasted self”. Via API, the service can leverage any AI model running on the server or in the cloud.

The adoption of AI is rapidly growing in higher education and provides new opportunities to develop study planning, learning and teaching, including personalization and customizing learning for the individual needs of each student. Students need to be able to create their own digital competence profile (digital twin), for example, with the help of a Careerbot AI solution that simulates the competence requirements of the up-to-date and current job market data.
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